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Abstract 

This dissertation presents a study of different monolithic power combining structures. The first 

step was to analyze using an electromagnetic simulator some circular spiral inductors and compare the 

results with experimental measurements. The objective was to see if simulation results are accurate 

enough for the design of new structures. This problem is related to a certain uncertainty with substrate 

electrical and geometrical properties not fully supplied by the foundry. The simulator is a 2.5-D 

electromagnetic simulator, the ADS Momentum. The inductors were made in CMOS 0.18μm technology.  

The most common power combining structures are coupled inductors transformer, transmission 

line transformer and LC baluns. Wilkinson coupler and branchline coupler are included in this 

dissertation. These structures are studied and later will be designed with the least possible insertion losses. 

The differential to single-ended conversion and impedance level transformation are also desirable 

properties of these circuits. Finally a selected power combiner will be built and included in a power 

amplifier application. 

 

Index Terms – Inductors, transformers, power combiners, radio-frequency, CMOS. 
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Resumo 

Esta dissertação apresenta um estudo sobre diferentes estruturas monolíticas para combinação de 

potências. O primeiro passo foi simular algumas bobinas em espiral circulares e comparar os resultados 

com medidas experimentais. O objectivo é perceber se os resultados de simulação são precisos o 

suficiente para desenhar novas estruturas. Este problema está relacionado com o facto de nem todas as 

propriedades eléctricas e geométricas do substrato serem disponibilizadas pelo fabricante. O simulador é 

um simulador electromagnético 2.5-D, o ADS Momentum. As bobinas foram construídas com a 

tecnologia CMOS 0.18 μm. 

As estruturas mais comuns para combinação de potências são os transformadores com bobinas 

acopladas, transformadores com linhas de transmissão e baluns LC. Acopladores Wilkinson e branchline 

são incluídos neste projecto. Estas estruturas são estudadas nesta dissertação e mais tarde serão 

desenhadas e projectadas com baixas perdas de inserção. O facto de estas fazerem uma conversão de 

acessos unipolares para diferenciais e a alteração dos níveis de impedâncias são também propriedades 

desejáveis. Por fim um combinador de potência será escolhido e será utilizado num amplificador de 

potência. 

 

Palavras-chave – Bobinas, transformadores, combinadores de potência, radiofrequência, CMOS.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Goals 

Current technology exists thanks to remarkable inventors and researchers. Since 1888, the names 

of the inventors related to radiofrequency communications are Heinrich Hertz, Guglielmo Marconi and 

Nikola Tesla. In the area of electronic, the great inventions are the transistor in 1947 and later, in 1958, 

the invention of integrated circuit by Jack Kilby. The RF integrated circuits (RFIC) can be made by 

combining these two areas. The RFIC’s were earlier fabricated in Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) substrates 

due to high bandwidth, less sensitive to heat and to the high quality of the passive components. Later 

GaAs is being replaced by silicon because it is abundant, cheap to process, provides higher integration 

density and is fully compatible with lower frequency CMOS digital circuits.   

To follow the telecommunications market improvement, new solutions and technologies are 

required to implement high-efficiency and high-power circuits like power amplifiers. The use of power 

combining techniques is mandatory to achieve the necessary output power levels. The differential to 

single-ended conversion and impedance level transformation are also desirable properties of these circuits. 

To reduce manufacturing cost, size and development time all of the RF functional blocks should 

be fully integrated. Nowadays the fully integration of these structures is still a challenge, and that is the 

reason why many authors use off-chip components. 

The goals for this dissertation are: 

 Prove that the electromagnetic simulator is capable to predict new structures behavior 

accurately; 

 Design and simulate power combiners with 0.18μm CMOS technology; 

 Work for 2.5GHz frequency applications; 

 Obtain the lowest possible insertion loss; 

 Choose and fabricate a design.  

1.2 State of the Art 

A balun is a device which couples a balanced circuit to an unbalanced one. In integrated 

transceivers the antenna is usually single-ended, but monolithic circuits work better with differential 

topologies. This means that the baluns are very useful, and their integration is highly desirable. 

The most common techniques to achieve power combining and impedance-transformation use 

coupled inductors transformers, coupled transmission line transformers and LC baluns. 

In 1981, the first monolithic transformer was fabricated on an alumina ceramic substrate [1]. 

Nowadays, they are fabricated in silicon substrate. A coupled inductor transformer is created by 

magnetically coupling two inductors. The performance of this transformer is dominated by the quality 

factor of the technology inductors.  

In 2002 a new kind of transformer was published, made with coupled transmission lines [2]. At 

radio frequencies the transmission lines are electrically short and behave like lumped inductors. Unlike 
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the coupled inductors transformer which use spirals inductors, the transmission line transformer use slab 

inductors which is former by a straight piece of metal. The slab inductors length and width control the 

slab inductance.  

Patrick Reynaert and Michiel Steyaert have studied and have published the LC baluns in 2005 

[3]. To obtain a differential input is required to combine two LC impedance-transformation network. One 

of the networks has a series capacitor and a parallel inductor and the other has series inductor and parallel 

capacitor.   

Figure 1-1 shows the basic circuits for power combining. 

+Vin

-Vin

Vout

L1 L2

+Vin

-Vin

Vout

L

C

L

+Vin

-Vin

C

Vout

(a) (b) (c)

 

Figure 1-1: Power combining circuits: (a) coupled inductors transformer; (b) transmission line transformer; (c) LC balun. 

The impedance-transformation is very important in power amplifiers applications to get better 

performances.  The better performance can be obtained by changing the load impedance seen by the 

power amplifier. 

The Table 1-1 shows the performance of power amplifiers using different combining techniques 

and CMOS technologies [4] [5] [6] [7].  

Table 1-1: Comparison of different impedance-transformation techniques in power amplifiers. 

Technique Technology Frequency Output power 
Power added 

efficiency (PAE) 

Transmission line transformer 0.25 μm 1.9 GHz 28 dBm - 

Transmission line transformer 0.18 μm 1.9 GHz 32 dBm 40% 

LC balun with 4 PA 0.13 μm 2.45 GHz 23 dBm - 

Integrated LC balun 0.13 μm 1.6 GHz 30.5 dBm 48% 

External low loss balun - 1.7 GHz 31 dBm 58% 

1.3 Outline 

This work is organized in five chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. Chapter 2 presents 

inductors theoretical concepts and some comparison between fabricated and simulated inductors. Chapter 

3 shows some studies concerning monolithic power combining structures. The power combiner’s project 

is located in Chapter 4. Last chapter presents the conclusions and future work for this work. 
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2. Inductors 

In the seventies and the eighties results about inductors on GaAs were presented [8]. Later in 

early nineties, passive inductors were demonstrated and fabricated in standard Si IC technology [9]. To 

obtain spiral inductors with high performance is very important to reduce their losses. Nowadays passive 

inductors have better performance because technologies have more metal layers and copper is being used 

to reduce resistivity. 

There are many shapes for spirals inductors. The most common shapes are square, octagon and 

circle (Figure 2-1). 

 

 

Figure 2-1: (a) Square shape; (b) Octagon shape; (c) Circular shape. 

 

The choice of the inductors shape is important to reduce the resistance. Some technologies only 

allow square shapes. If the process technology allows 45 degree angles, then octagon shapes can be made. 

With some processes it is possible to produce circular shape inductors. Studies indicate that the resistance 

of circular and octagon shapes inductors is smaller by 10% than that of a square inductor for the same 

inductance value [10].  The circular shape inductor has 2.7% shorter perimeter than an octagonal shape 

and 12.8% shorter perimeter than a square shape, all with the same wire length. Therefore, as the circular 

has the shorter perimeter, then the circular inductor gives the highest inductance and quality factor values 

[11].  

There are other techniques to design an optimal inductor [10] [11]. 

 Choose a low metal resistivity in the upper metal layers; 

 Use the farthest metal from the substrate; 

 Large hole in the center of the inductor to reduce negative effect on inductor quality 

factor; 

 Large width lines will reduce the resistance but if they are too large, the center of the 

inductor will be occupied and also this lower the resonance frequency; 

 Small space between the lines but, if is too narrow, will increase the capacitance 

between the metals. 
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2.1 Inductor Electric Model 

A circuit model is important to describe the electric behavior of the inductors. In 1990, Nguyen 

and Meyer have published the actual classic inductor model [9]. The classic π model is shown in Figure 

2-2. 

Rs

Rsub1 Rsub2

Ls

Cox1 Cox2

Port 1 Port 2

 

Figure 2-2: Classic Inductor Electric Model. 

In this circuit, LS models the self-inductance, RS is the accumulated sheet resistance, the 

capacitance Cox is the parasitic capacitance from the metal layer to the substrate and the resistance Rsub 

models the resistance of the conductive Si substrate.  

There are others electric models for inductors. A compact electric model is described in [12] and 

shown in Figure 2-3, and is probably the most used by the semiconductor industry. 

Rs

Rsub1

Ls

Cox1 Cox2

Port 1 Port 2

Cs

Csub1
Rsub2 Csub2

 

Figure 2-3: Compact Inductor Electric Model. 

The difference between the compact model and the classic model are the capacitive coupling CS 

from port 1 to port 2 and the capacitance Csub of the substrate. Each model parameter will be explained in 

detail below. 

Self-Inductance Ls 

To compute the self-inductance in a planar inductor, the Greenhouse method was used [13]. To 

calculate the self-inductance it is necessary to divide the inductor into rectangular sections and process 

separately the self and mutual inductance for each section. The inductor self-inductance, L0, with 

rectangular cross-section, length l, with w and thickness t, is given by equation (1),  

 
4

0

2
2 10 0.50049  

3

l w t
L l ln

w t l

    
         

 (1) 
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with all dimensions in µm and the self-inductance unit is nH. 

The inductance of each section is given by the sum of its self-inductance with the mutual 

inductance with the nearest sections. The mutual inductance is positive when the current flow in two 

segments is in the same direction and is negative when is in opposite directions. The general equation for 

a coil or a part of a coil is 

 
0 ,TL L M M     (2) 

where LT is the total inductance, L0 is the sum of the self-inductance of all the straight segments, M
+
 is the 

sum of the positive mutual inductance and M
-
 is the sum of the negative mutual inductances. Between two 

parallel conductors, the mutual inductance is given by equation (3), 

 0.0002  .MM l Q    (3) 

Parameter QM is the mutual-inductance calculated from equation (4), 

 

2 2

1 1 .M

l l l GMD
Q ln

GMD GMD GMD l

 
            

    
 

 (4) 

The geometric mean distance (GMD) is approximately equal to the distance d between the geometric 

centers of the segments. Replacing GMD for d, the new equation will be 

 

2 2

0.0002 1 1 ,
l l l d

M l ln
d d d l

  
               

     
  

 (5) 

with all dimensions in µm and the mutual-inductance unit is nH [14]. 

Resistance Rs 

The resistance in series with inductor LS is the spiral resistance. An estimate for the series 

resistance may be obtained from the equation  

 

. . 1

S t

l
R

w e  



 
 

 

 (6) 

where σ is the metal conductivity, l is the total winding length, w stands for width and t for thickness of 

the interconnect. Skin depth is given by  

 
0

2
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2 f


  
  (7) 
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Capacitance CS 

The capacitance CS is the capacitive coupling from port 1 to port 2, given by 

 
2. . ox

S

ox

C n w
t


  (8) 

where n is the number of turns, εox is the dielectric constant of the oxide and tox is the thickness of the 

oxide between the cross under and the main spiral.  

Capacitances Cox, Csub and resistance Rsub 

The capacitance Cox models the parasitic capacitance from the metal layer to the substrate and 

the equation is given by 

 
1

. . .
2

ox
ox

ox

C l w
t


  (9) 

where l is the total length of winding, w is the width, εox is the dielectric constant of the oxide and tox is 

the thickness of the oxide. If the structure of the spiral inductor is not symmetrical, the parasitic 

capacitance values at the inductor terminals should be different. The capacitance values can be assumed 

the same due to the small difference. The capacitance Cox is divided by two if the spiral inductor is treated 

as a lossless transmission line with a total length much smaller than the wavelength [9]. 

The capacitance Csub is the capacitance of the substrate and other reactive effects related to the 

image inductance, 

 
1

. . .
2

.sub siC l wC  (10) 

The resistance Rsub models the resistance of the conductive Si substrate. The equation is given by 

 
2

.
. .

sub

Si

R
l wG

  (11) 

The parameters Csi and Gsi are constants for a given substrate. Csi is the capacitance of the 

substrate per area and the typical value is between 10
-3

 and 10
-2

 fF/µm
2
 and Gsi is the conductance of the 

substrate per area and the typical value is 10
-7

 S/µm
2 
[15]. 
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Model Topologies 

There are other topologies besides π model. The 2-π model is shown in Figure 2-4. 

 

Figure 2-4: Topology: (a) π model; (b) 2-π model. 

The π model circuit has 3 elements and 2-π model 5 elements, therefore the 2-π model is more 

complex to obtain and to analyze [16]. Because π model is accurate enough to model the following 

structures, it will be used in this work. 

2.2 Simulations with Momentum 

Some circular inductors were fabricated in CMOS 0.18 μm technology from UMC manufacturer. 

The objective is to configure the simulator substrate description as close as possible to the reality. This 

task is not easy because often the substrate electrical and geometrical properties are not fully supplied by 

the foundries. All fabricated inductors were measured and compared with electromagnetic simulations 

done with Momentum. Momentum simulator calculates the circuit S-parameters. No kind of S-parameters 

de-embedding was performed, which means that the structure is entirely simulated with pads and access 

lines influence. This was intentional because de-embedding techniques always introduce some errors, and 

the primary objective is to study a structure, not the inductor alone. The results were obtained up to 

20GHz, with 2 GHz steps, because we would like to see the behavior of the smaller inductors up to higher 

frequencies. 

These results are illustrated in this section.    

Table 2-1: Table with the 8 inductors parameters. 

Inductor L D W N 

ind 01 0.585 nH 126 μm 6 μm 1.5 

ind 02 1.21 nH 238 μm 20 μm 1.5 

ind 03 6.03 nH 238 μm 9 μm 3.5 

ind 04 4.79 nH 126 μm 6 μm 4.5 

ind 05 0.91 nH 174 μm 6 μm 1.5 

ind 06 2.02 nH 158 μm 6 μm 2.5 

ind 07 3.36 nH 142 μm 6 μm 3.5 

ind 08 4.79 nH 126 μm 6 μm 4.5 
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Table 2-1 presents the spirals dimensions: Inner diameter D, metal width W and number of turns 

N. The manufacturer spiral self-inductance value L is also shown. It is also important that ind 01 to 04 and 

ind 05 to 08 were made in different runs. 

 Ind 01 

The layouts designed in Cadence and Momentum are shown in Figure 2-5. 

          

Figure 2-5: Ind 01: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

 

 

Assuming that Figure 2-3 model is valid for this structure, it is interesting to obtain the 

equivalent Ls and Rs elements from S-parameters. This can be done using the Y-parameter y12 (or y21) and 

assuming that the resonant frequency is much higher (i.e., neglecting Cs). The following equations were 

used for both measured and simulated results: 

 
12

1
,SZ

Y
   (12) 

  Re ,S SR Z  (13) 

 Im .
2

S
S

Z
L

f

 
  

 
 (14) 

The results of ind 01 are illustrated in Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7 where the measured and 

simulated values are in red and blue, respectively. 

 

Figure 2-6: Extracted S-parameters of ind 01. 
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Figure 2-7: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 01. 

 

 Ind 02 

The layouts designed in Cadence and Momentum are illustrated in Figure 2-8. 

              

Figure 2-8: Ind 02: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The results of ind 02 are shown in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 where the measured values are in 

red and the simulated values are in blue. 

 

 

Figure 2-9: Extracted S-parameters of ind 02. 
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Figure 2-10: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 02. 

 

 Ind 03 

The Figure 2-11 represents the layouts of ind 03. 

             

Figure 2-11: Ind 03: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The Figure 2-12 and Figure 2-13 represents the results of the measurement (red) and the 

simulation (blue). 

 

Figure 2-12: Extracted S-parameters of ind 03. 
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Figure 2-13: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 03. 

 

 Ind 04 

The layouts of a 4.5 turns inductor is illustrated in Figure 2-14. 

 

        

Figure 2-14: Ind 04: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The values of the S-parameters, LS and RS measured (red) and simulated (blue) are illustrated in 

Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16. 

 

Figure 2-15: Extracted S-parameters of ind 04. 
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Figure 2-16: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 04. 

 

 Ind 05 

An inductor with 1.5 turns is designed in Cadence and Momentum (Figure 2-17).  

            

Figure 2-17: Ind 05: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The results of ind 05 are plotted in Figure 2-18 and Figure 2-19 where red are the measured 

values and blue are simulated values. 

 

 

Figure 2-18: Extracted S-parameters of ind 05. 
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Figure 2-19: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 05. 

 

 Ind 06 

The inductor 06 has 2.5 turns. The layouts are shown in Figure 2-20. 

 

             

Figure 2-20: Ind 06: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The results of the measurement (red) and the simulation (blue) are shown in Figure 2-21 and 

Figure 2-22. 

 

Figure 2-21: Extracted S-parameters of ind 06. 
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Figure 2-22: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 06. 

 Ind 07 

The layouts of another inductor are illustrated in Figure 2-23. 

              

Figure 2-23: Ind 07: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The Figure 2-24 and Figure 2-25 contains the comparison of simulated (blue) and measured (red) 

values.  

 

Figure 2-24: Extracted S-parameters of ind 07. 
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Figure 2-25: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 07. 

 

 Ind 08 

The layouts of the last inductor are in Figure 2-26.  

              

Figure 2-26: Ind 08: Left – Layout in Cadence; Right – Layout in Momentum. 

The Figure 2-27 and Figure 2-28 represents the results of the measurement (red) and the 

simulation (blue). 

 

Figure 2-27: Extracted S-parameters of ind 08. 
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Figure 2-28: Simulated and measured Ls and Rs of ind 08. 

 

Analyzing the previous graphics some conclusions can be made: 

i) A good agreement exists between simulated and measured S-parameters. This means that the 

electromagnetic simulations give accurate results and are trustable to design new devices. 

ii) Although the manufacturer gives the information that his technology and RF models are usable up to 

10GHz, these results allow the extension and test of the models validity up to higher frequencies. 

iii) Large value inductors have less error in terms of equivalent inductance, Ls, because they are less 

dependent on substrate parasitics. 

iv) Equivalent resistance, Rs, presents lower experimental values then simulated ones. This means that 

metal 6 resistivity used in the simulations, that is the typical value supplied by the foundry, is too high. 

But the differences are within the 50% tolerance announced by the manufacturer. 
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3. Theory of Monolithic Power Combiners 

3.1 Transformers 

A coupled inductor transformer is created by magnetically coupling two inductors. Like the 

inductors, an optimal transformer can be obtained using improved design techniques. 

There are many different designs of square transformers [15] [17] [18] [19]. The interleaved 

transformer is shown in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1: Interleaved planar transformer. 

The interleaved transformer is more oriented to four-terminal applications. Have the advantages 

of a medium coupling coefficient (≈ 0.7 - 0.8) and to be symmetric. The disadvantages are medium port-

to-port capacitance and a low L1 and L2.    

 

 

Figure 3-2: Tapped planar transformer. 

The tapped transformer, illustrated in Figure 3-2 is designed for three-terminal applications. The 

advantages are low port-to-port capacitance and high L1 and L2 but have the disadvantages of being 

asymmetric and have low coupling coefficient, approximately around 0.3 to 0.5. 
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Figure 3-3: Parallel windings transformer. 

 

 The parallel transformer is illustrated in Figure 3-3 [1]. The total lengths of the primary and 

secondary windings are different and the disadvantages are to be asymmetric and the ports locations in 

the corners. 

 

Figure 3-4: Rabjohn planar transformer. 

In 1989, Rabjohn invented a planar transformer design using two metal layers [20]. The design 

has four terminals located on the outside edge of the structure and quasi-symmetric
1
 layout. 

 

 

                                                           
1
 When the layout is not fully symmetric the term is quasi-symmetric.  
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Figure 3-5: Stacked transformer. 

The stacked transformer is made by using multiple layers. A stacked design has better area 

efficiency due to vertical magnetic coupling instead of lateral coupling between windings (Figure 3-5). 

High coupling coefficient values, around 0.9, and high values for L1 and L2 can be achieved. The main 

disadvantage is to have higher parasitic capacitances because it uses a lower metal layer. 

There are variations for the stacked transformers presented in [19]. Shifting the primary and the 

secondary windings laterally or diagonally to reduce port-to-port capacitance will reduce the mutual 

coupling, so there is a trade-off between mutual coupling and port-to-port capacitance. 

 Like the inductors, the first thing to consider is the shape of the transformer. All transformer 

designs demonstrated previously have square shapes but circular shapes transformers will have better 

performance, the reason was explained in the inductors section. The main guidelines to design a better 

transformer are shown in the Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Guidelines for transformers design. 

Design and techniques 

Shape Circular 

Design Stacked 

Metal Layers Multiple 

Length Long 

Spacing Small 

Width Medium 

Inner diameter Big 

 

Table 3-1  guidelines goal is to maximize the mutual coupling with the least possible losses, but 

they can lead to capacitance and chip area increase and limit the frequency response [19] [21] [22] [23]. 

For the designer to use circular shapes, many foundries require a special authorization which 

usually takes too much time to obtain. Therefore, the square shape is the fast and easy way to take.  
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3.1.1 Transformer Electric Model 

An ideal electric model for the transformer is illustrated in Figure 3-6. 

Lp LS

+

_

+

_

ip iS
M

vp vS

 

Figure 3-6: Ideal transformer. 

The ideal transformer consists of perfectly coupled primary and secondary windings that transfer 

energy from the primary to the secondary without loss. The following equation relates the current and 

voltage with the turns ratio n, 

 s SP

p s P

v Li
n

v i L
    (15) 

where LP and LS are the self-inductance of the primary and the secondary windings.  

The ration turns of the transformer n is related to the turns of the primary and the secondary, 

 .P

S

N
n

N
  (16) 

In a non-ideal transformer the strength of the magnetic coupling between primary and secondary 

windings is represented by coupling coefficient k (17). The coefficient values are less than 1 and on-chip 

transformers can obtain values in the range 0.6 to 0.9 [24], 

 .
.P S

M
k

L L
  (17) 

Parameter M is the mutual inductance between primary and secondary windings. 

A real transformer has several loss mechanisms. An electric model suitable for a monolithic 

transformer is illustrated in [17]. 
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Figure 3-7: Compact model transformer. 

Figure 3-7 models a compact transformer where the core is an ideal transformer with a 

magnetizing inductance LM. The imperfect coupling or leakage of magnetic flux between turns is modeled 

by inductance LP. The ohmic losses in both primary and secondary windings are represented by the 

resistances RP and RS. LP, RP and RS are characterized by two components of half their magnitude in 

series, representing the longitudinal symmetry of the transformer. The capacitances CM1 and CM2 are the 

parallel capacitances between the primary and secondary and are used to describe the coupling effect of 

the transformer at high operating frequencies. The parasitic capacitive couplings between winding turns 

are represented by CP and CS. The capacitances Cox models the parasitic capacitive into the oxide and the 

capacitances Csub into the substrate. The ohmic losses through the substrate are modeled by the resistances 

Rsub. 

To couple a balanced circuit to an unbalanced one, typically a circuit called balun is used. A 

transformer can be used as a balun and can also perform impedance value transformation. Main 

applications of these circuits are power amplifiers, mixers and low-noise amplifiers [24] [25].  
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3.2 Transmission line transformers 

Figure 3-8 is an example of a transmission line transformer. 

V1 V2

 

Figure 3-8: Transmission line transformer. 

 Figure 3-9 is a possible application of TLT to obtain impedance-transformation. 

C Cshunt Rload

ZIN 1:1 Transformer

 

Figure 3-9: Output network with transmission lines. 

The Figure 3-10 shows the equivalent circuit of the output network with a transformer T 

equivalent circuit.   

C Cshunt Rload

ZbZIN

(1-k)L1=La (1-k)L2=Lb

kL1=LM

Za

 

Figure 3-10: Equivalent circuit for the output network with transformer model. 

Transformer T equivalent circuit is used to simplify the circuit analyses due to both of 

transformer lower terminals are connected to ground. There L1 and L2 are the self-inductances, the 

inductances of the transmission line transformer are given by La, Lb and LM. To complete the output 

matching are used additional capacitors C and Cshunt [4].  

 

Impedance Za  is calculated by the following equation:
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The imaginary part of (18) can be made equal to zero using equation (19), 

 2 2 2 2 0.b load b shunt load shuntL R L C R C    (19) 

This implies that 
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 (20) 

Under that condition Zb and ZIN are calculated by 
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Using the value C, the imaginary part of (22) can be made equal to zero. For that equation (23) must be 

solved in order to C. 

 3 2 2 5 2 2 3 2 2( ) { ( ) } 0.a M a a M a M a M aA L L R L L C L L L L R           (23) 

 Finally, the equations to calculate C and ZIN values are given by 
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The impedance transformation is very important in the power amplifiers to get better 

performances. In [26], is described that ZIN increases as L1 increases. Therefore, to obtain a low load 

impedance for a high maximum output power in the power amplifiers is necessary a low value of primary 

inductance. 

Figure 3-11 shows a differential to single-ended network with a transmission line transformer. 

+Vin

Rload

ZIN

-Vin

 

Figure 3-11: Output network with differential to single-ended transmission line transformers. 
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3.3 LC Balun 

To perform a single-ended to differential connection a LC balun can be used. To understand the 

balun behavior the starting point can be the floating LC circuit in Figure 3-12. 

RL

-jB

-jB
jB

jB

Iin
Iin

IL

I1

I1

I1+IL

I1+IL

Vin

VL

 

Figure 3-12: Floating LC network. 

Using KVL equations to analyze this circuit: 

 
12( ) ,in L LV jB I I V    (26) 

 
12 .in LV jB I V    (27) 

Substituting (26) in (27), the output voltage is given by 

 .L
L in

R
V V

jB
  (28) 

Using the next two equations, 

 
12 ,in LI I I   (29) 

 
1 10 ( ) ,L L LjB I I I R jBI     (30) 

the input resistance can be obtained 
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Connecting a ground to certain circuit node, a single-ended to differential or differential to 

single-ended LC balun can be obtained (Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14). 
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Figure 3-13: Single-ended to differential balun. 
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Figure 3-14: Differential to single-ended balun. 
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3.4 Wilkinson coupler 

The Wilkinson power divider/combiner is a three-port network which splits an input signal into 

two equal phase output signals or combines two equal phase input signals into one output signal. The 

Wilkinson uses two quarter-wavelength transformers to match the split ports to the common port, Figure 

3-15. A lossless reciprocal passive three-port junction cannot be matched at all ports simultaneously so a 

resistor is introduced to match the ports and to improve the isolation of the output ports. Theoretically the 

resistor does not dissipate any power since ports 1 and 2 are in phase, so the Wilkinson power combiner is 

lossless, but in practice there are some low losses. The Wilkinson can be an N-way divider/combiner, but 

the most common implementation is N=2 [27].  

 

R = 2 Z0

√2Z0λ/4

√2Z0λ/4

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3

 

Figure 3-15: Wilkinson combiner. 

In Figure 3-16, is an example of a Wilkinson combiner with transmission line. 

 

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3R = 2 Z0

λ/4
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√2Z0

√2Z
0

 

Figure 3-16: Wilkinson combiner with transmission line. 

 

The power combiners usually use quarter-wavelength transmission line sections at the design 

center frequency where the dimensions in RF will be enormous due to the large wavelength. To avoid this 

problem, the quarter-wavelength transmission line can be replaced with lumped elements (Figure 3-17).  
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Figure 3-17: Lumped element π equivalent network of a λ/4 transmission line section. 

 

By replacing both λ/4 line sections with the lumped element network, is possible to obtain a 

lumped version of the Wilkinson combiner (Figure 3-18). 
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Figure 3-18: Lumped element Wilkinson combiner. 
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3.5 Branchline couplers 

The branchline coupler is a quadrature coupler with quarter wavelength in each transmission line. 

The coupler has four symmetrical ports where Port 1 and Port 2 are inputs with 90º phase difference 

between them, Port 3 is the output and Port 4 is the isolated port (Figure 3-19) [27].   
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Figure 3-19: Branchline coupler. 

 

Replacing the λ/4 line sections with the lumped element, the lumped version of the branchline 

coupler is demonstrated in Figure 3-20.  
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Figure 3-20: Lumped branchline coupler. 
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4. Project of Monolithic Power Combiners 

4.1 Transformer 

All of the designed coupled inductor transformers are square shaped and stacked type. In Figure 

4-1, a square transformer is presented where L stands for the inner diameter and W for the spirals width. 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Square transformer. 

 

The following equations are used to obtain the most important electric model parameters. The Z 

and S parameters were obtained with Momentum electromagnetic simulator configured for the UMC 

technology.  
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Three transformers were designed with an inner diameter of 300 µm and different width of 5 µm, 

10 µm and 20 µm. Simulated results are shown in Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-4. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Simulated Lp and Ls with L=300 µm, W=5 µm (red), W=10 (blue) and W=20 (green). 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Simulated Rp and Rs with L=300 µm, W=5 µm (red), W=10 (blue) and W=20 (green). 

 

 

Figure 4-4: Simulated Gp and S11 with L=300 µm, W=5 µm (red), W=10 (blue) and W=20 (green). 
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Due to the different metal layer 6 and layer 5 resistance, the values of primary and secondary 

inductance and resistance are quite different. To improve secondary resistance, its winding was 

redesigned stacking metals 5 and 4 layers. Maintaining the 20 µm width and the 300 µm inner diameter, 

the simulated results of these transformers with and without metals 5 and 4 are shown in Figure 4-5 to 

Figure 4-7. 

 

Figure 4-5: Simulated Lp and Ls with W=20 µm, L=300 µm, with secondary M5 and M4 (red) and without secondary M5 

and M4 (blue). 

 

 

Figure 4-6: Simulated Rp and Rs with W=20 µm, L=300 µm, with secondary M5 and M4 (red) and without secondary M5 

and M4 (blue). 

 

Figure 4-7: Simulated Gp and S11 with W=20 µm, L=300 µm, with secondary M5 and M4 (red) and without secondary M5 

and M4 (blue). 
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All of the previous simulations were simulated neglecting substrate coupling. Next results were 

obtained including a grounded p-well region below the transformer. Keeping the 20 µm width, secondary 

with M5 and M4 layers, inner diameter of 300 µm and 500 µm, results are shown in Figure 4-8 to Figure 

4-10. 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Simulated Lp and Ls with W=20 µm, secondary M5 and M4, grounded p-well, L=300 µm (red) and L=500 µm 

(blue). 

 

Figure 4-9: Simulated Rp and Rs with W=20 µm, secondary M5 and M4, grounded p-well, L=300 µm (red) and L=500 µm 

(blue). 

 

Figure 4-10: Simulated Gp and S11 with W=20 µm, secondary M5 and M4, grounded p-well, L=300 µm (red) and L=500 µm 

(blue). 
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All the results simulated in 2.2 GHz are indicated in the Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Simulated transformers at 2.2 GHz. 

 2.2 GHz 

LP (nH) LS (nH) RP (Ω) RS (Ω) Gp (dB) 

L = 300 µm, W = 5 µm 1.055 1.108 5.253 15.456 -6.219 

L = 300 µm, W = 10 µm 0.960 0.995 2.693 8.023 -3.912 

L = 300 µm, W = 20 µm 0.845 0.863 1.501 4.298 -2.683 

L = 300 µm, W = 20 µm and secondary M5M4 0.843 0.842 1.553 2.311 -2.613 

L = 300 µm, W = 20 µm, secondary M5M4 and 
pwell ground plane 

0.851 0.851 1.613 2.648 -2.684 

L = 500 µm, W = 20 µm, secondary M5M4 and 
pwell ground plane 

1.728 1.726 2.983 4.651 -1.704 

 

All transformers were simulated with 4-ports and transformed to floating 2-ports. The values of 

the designed transformers k parameter are around 0.86 to 0.92 at 2.2 GHz. The highest Gp obtained in 

that frequency are the transformers with 20 µm of width and a large inner diameter. All simulated 

transformers work very well from 2 GHz until 10 GHz except the largest one that works well up to 4 GHz 

due to resonant frequency. Resonant frequency can be analyzed in S11 smith chart when input port 

reflection coefficient is inductance and pass to capacitance. Analyzing S11, capacitors can be added in the 

transformer input if resistive input impedance is required. Only the secondary resistance was improved by 

stacking metal 4 with the metal 5 secondary winding. 
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4.2 Transmission line transformer  

Several transmission line transformers were design with different length (L), primary width (W1) 

and secondary width (W2). The results are shown below.  

L

W1 W2

 

Figure 4-11: Transmission line transformer. 

 The equation (32) and (33) are used for the primary and secondary TLT. The primary and 

secondary resistance and Gp are obtained with (34), (35) and (38). 

The first three designed TLT have 500 µm length, primary and secondary 10 µm width, 20 µm 

and 20 µm and 10 µm, respectively. The purpose of these simulations is to see the behavior of TLT with 

different primary and secondary widths. The simulated results are demonstrated in Figure 4-12 to Figure 

4-14. 

 

Figure 4-12: Simulated Lp and Ls with L=500 µm, W1=W2=10 µm (blue), W1=W2=20 µm (green) and W1= 20 µm, W2=10 µm 

(red). 

 

Figure 4-13: Simulated Rp and Rs with L=500 µm, W1=W2=10 µm (blue), W1=W2=20 µm (green) and W1= 20 µm, W2=10 

µm (red). 
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Figure 4-14: Simulated Gp and S11 with L=500 µm, W1=W2=10 µm (blue), W1=W2=20 µm (green) and W1= 20 µm, W2=10 

µm (red). 

Two more strips were added in parallel with the primary and the secondary as shown in Figure 

4-15. By adding more stripes in parallel the coupling effect of the TLT will increase.  
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L

W1 W1W1W1W1

W2W2W2W2 W2W2W2W2

 

Figure 4-15: Transmission line transformer with 4 stripes. 

Keeping the widths with maximum values allowed by the technology, 20 µm, with four stripes 

and using lengths of 500 µm and 1000 µm, the results of the simulation are in Figure 4-16 to Figure 4-18. 

 

Figure 4-16: Simulated Lp and Ls with W=20 µm, 4 stripes, L=500 µm (blue) and L=1000 µm (red). 
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Figure 4-17: Simulated Rp and Rs with W=20 µm, 4 stripes, L=500 µm (blue) and L=1000 µm (red). 

 

Figure 4-18: Simulated Gp and S11 with W=20 µm, 4 stripes, L=500 µm (blue) and L=1000 µm (red). 

Next two simulations were performed including the grounded p-well below the transformer. 

These two transformers have 4 stripes, width of 20 µm and lengths of 1000 µm and 2000 µm. These 

simulations are to observe the TLT with long length. Figure 4-19 to Figure 4-21 show the results. 

 

 

Figure 4-19: Simulated Lp and Ls with W=20 µm, 4 stripes, grounded p-well, L=1000 µm (blue) and L=2000 µm (red). 
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Figure 4-20: Simulated Rp and Rs with W=20 µm, 4 stripes, grounded p-well, L=1000 µm (blue) and L=2000 µm (red). 

 

 

Figure 4-21: Simulated Gp and S11 with W=20 µm, 4 stripes, grounded p-well, L=1000 µm (blue) and L=2000 µm (red). 

 

The values of simulated TLT at 2.2 GHz are indicated in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2: Simulated transmission line transformers at 2.2 GHz. 

 2.2 GHz 

LP (nH) LS (nH) RP (Ω) RS (Ω) Gp (dB) 

L = 500 µm, W1 = W2 = 10 µm 0.508 0.508 1.192 1.192 -5.125 

L = 500 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm 0.447 0.447 0.771 0.771 -4.640 

L = 500 µm, W1 = 20, W2 = 10 µm 0.506 0.459 1.210 0.582 -3.860 

L = 500 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes 0.343 0.347 0.412 0.379 -3.293 

L = 1000 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes 0.693 0.697 0.796 0.759 -2.027 

L = 1000 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes, 
pwell ground plane 

0.644 0.644 0.892 0.793 -2.543 

L = 2000 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes, 
pwell ground plane 

1.355 1.355 1.745 1.644 -1.529 
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The Table 4-3 are the values of simulated TLT at 20 GHz. 

Table 4-3: Simulated transmission line transformers at 20 GHz. 

 20 GHz 

LP (nH) LS (nH) RP (Ω) RS (Ω) Gp (dB) 

L = 500 µm, W1 = W2 = 10 µm 0.504 0.504 2.678 2.678 -0.757 

L = 500 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm 0.438 0.436 2.565 2.583 -0.755 

L = 500 µm, W1 = 20, W2 = 10 µm 0.494 0.457 4.049 2.249 -0.833 

L = 500 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes 0.332 0.338 1.324 0.761 -0.296 

L = 1000 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes 0.716 0.723 2.576 2.141 -0.298 

L = 1000 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes, 
pwell ground plane 

0.751 0.749 8.269 8.021 -0.705 

L = 2000 µm, W1 = W2 = 20 µm, 4 stripes, 
pwell ground plane 

2.495 2.486 139.183 136.711 -1.818 

 

All TLT structures are designed and simulated with 4-ports and transformed to floating 2-ports. 

After analyzing the results of the TLT, we can conclude that to obtain a reasonable Gp at frequencies like 

2.2 GHz, the best design techniques are long length, large primary width and a medium secondary width. 

The higher Gp values can be achieved with a smaller secondary width, but care has to be taken in 

choosing the width due to the output power in the secondary line. To obtain a high Gp, the secondary 

resistance will be high. This contradiction is related with the fact that, although Rs resistance is large, by 

coincidence output matching to the 50  load or coupling coefficient can improve. 

At high frequencies like 20 GHz, the TLT’s Gp values are very good. There is an optimal length 

to achieve the highest Gp before the resistance and the resonance frequency affect the circuit. Adding 

more stripes will decrease resistances and increase dramatically Gp. The Table 4-4 resumes the design 

techniques strategy to make a good TLT. 

 

Table 4-4: Guidelines for transmission line transformers design. 

Design and techniques 

Design Parallel 

Length Long 

Spacing Small 

Primary width Wide 

Secondary width Medium 
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Following these guidelines, a TLT in 0.18 µm technology was designed and sent to fabrication 

last March. Figure 4-22 has the layout and the dimensions of the TLT. 

 

Figure 4-22: Transmission line transformer. 

 

 

Figure 4-23: Simulated TLT. 

The Gp obtained was -1.499 dB and 192º of phase difference between input ports (Figure 4-23).             

It is difficult to measure a 4-port device on-wafer because the calibration substrates available for 

probes calibration are suitable for 2-ports only. Also the probe station available can only support 3 RF 

probes and the TLT is a 4-port device. So, it was decided that a simple 2-port measurement will be 

performed to see what the TLT behavior in a balun application is. Accordingly, two equal baluns were 

connected back to back at the differential accesses, and the single-ended accesses will be measurements 

ports. The simulation results of the whole structure are presented on Figure 4-24. 
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Figure 4-24: TLT whole structure. 

The chip sent to fabricate has an area of 4960 x 1525 µm. The TLT structure is inserted in the 

middle. 

 

Figure 4-25: Chip. 

 Figure 4-26 and Figure 4-27 are the chip images. 

 

Figure 4-26 – Chip image. 
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Figure 4-27 – Close up image of TLT on chip. 

The chip was measured in a probe station with an s-parameters vector network analyzer. The 

measurement workbench is shown in Figure 4-28. 

 

 

Figure 4-28: Probe station with s-parameters analyzer. 

 

 The results between the simulated TLT and measured are demonstrated in Figure 4-29 and 

Figure 4-30. 
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Figure 4-29: S-parameters of simulated TLT (red) and measured TLT (blue). 

 

 

Figure 4-30: Gp of simulated TLT (red) and measured TLT (blue). 

 

 Comparing the results, the values are very close. Whole TLT structure has around -12 dB due to 

introduction of another TLT to connect back to back at the differential accesses, the guard-rings with pads 

and connections paths that influence highly the Gp values. Also the probable reduction of metals 

resistivity already observed in the inductors (chapter 2) still occurs. 
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4.3 LC Balun  

The LC balun was simulated in ADS with components of the 0.18 µm technology (Figure 4-31). 

 

Figure 4-31: ADS schematic of LC balun with components of the technology. 

 

Capacitors and inductors values are shown in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5: Table of values of ideal LC Balun. 

L (nH) C (pF) 

1.5965 0.6 

 

The results of the LC balun with the technology components are illustrated in Figure 4-32 and 

Figure 4-33. The phase difference between the outputs is also presented. 

 

Figure 4-32: Gp and phase difference of LC balun with components of the technology. 
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Figure 4-33: Real and imaginary Zin of LC balun with components of the technology. 

Cadence was used to simulate the LC balun. The schematic is shown in Figure 4-34. 

 

Figure 4-34: Schematic of LC balun in Cadence. 

 

The results are shown in Figure 4-35 to Figure 4-38. 

 

Figure 4-35: Gp of LC balun in Cadence. 
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Figure 4-36: Phase difference of LC balun in Cadence. 

 

 

Figure 4-37: Real Zin of LC balun in Cadence. 

 

 

Figure 4-38: Imaginary Zin of LC balun in Cadence. 
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The Figure 4-39 is the layout of the LC balun in Cadence. 

 

Figure 4-39: Layout of LC balun in Cadence. 

Extracting the parasitics resistance and capacitance, the parasitic results are shown in Figure 

4-40 to Figure 4-43. 

 

Figure 4-40: Gp with parasitics of LC balun in Cadence. 

 

Figure 4-41: Phase difference with parasitics of LC balun in Cadence. 
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Figure 4-42: Real Zin with parasitics of LC balun in Cadence. 

 

Figure 4-43: Imaginary Zin with parasitics of LC balun in Cadence. 

 Using the ADS to design the same layout of the LC balun, the layout is demonstrated in Figure 

4-44. All components were designed layer by layer with the same dimensions of Cadence layout. 

 

Figure 4-44: Layout of LC balun in ADS. 
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 The capacitors used in this circuit are MIM (Metal-Insulator-Metal) capacitors. A new layer is 

needed to design these capacitors. The new metal layer is the MMC layer which is used for the capacitor 

top plate. The MIM capacitor has a defined thickness, but some approximations were made not to affect 

the other existing layers. Figure 4-45 is the ADS layout of the MIM capacitor. 

 

Figure 4-45: Layout of MIM capacitor. 

 The comparison of the results between the simulated MIM capacitor and the one provided by the 

foundry design kit are in Figure 4-46. 

 

Figure 4-46: Simulated (red) and provided (blue) capacitance and resistance of MIM capacitor. 

Electromagnetic simulations of the LC balun with Momentum are shown in Figure 4-47 and 

Figure 4-48. 

 

Figure 4-47: Gp and phase difference simulated with Momentum of LC balun. 
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Figure 4-48: Zin simulated with Momentum of LC balun. 

 

Next table is a comparison with simulated LC balun in ADS and Cadence at 2.5 GHz. 

Table 4-6: Comparison between simulations in ADS and Cadence of LC Balun at 2.5 GHz. 

Simulation type Gp (dB) α (degrees) Re*Zin+ (Ω) Im[Zin] 

ADS schematic -0.640 173.966 52.285 0.349 

Cadence schematic -0.638 174.1 52.18 0.238 

Cadence with parasitics -0.716 172.8 50.48 0.35 

ADS Momentum -0.746 180.604 56.668 4.941 

 

There are some differences between Cadence and Momentum simulations with parasitics. 

Cadence extracted parasitics are only capacitances and resistances, while Momentum, can simulate the 

capacitance, resistance, inductance and also electromagnetic coupling between circuit parts. 
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4.4 Wilkinson coupler 

Figure 4-49 is an ideal Wilkinson combiner ADS schematic with transmission lines. 

 

Figure 4-49: Ideal Wilkinson coupler with transmission lines. 

The Wilkinson combiner is an in-phase combiner not appropriate for differential inputs. To 

simulate this type of combiner, 3 ports use is necessary, a port for each access. The S-parameters results 

of the ideal Wilkinson are demonstrated in Figure 4-50 and Figure 4-51. 

 

Figure 4-50: S-parameters of an ideal Wilkinson combiner with transmission lines. 

 

Figure 4-51: Phase difference of an ideal Wilkinson combiner with transmission lines. 
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The next ADS schematic is a lumped version of the Wilkinson combiner using 0.18 µm 

technology components.  

 

Figure 4-52: Lumped Wilkinson combiner with components technology. 

The values of the passive components are indicated in the next table. 

Table 4-7: Table of values of the lumped Wilkinson combiner. 

L (nH) C1 (pF) C2 (pF) R (Ω) 

4.17 0.6 1.2 100 

 

The results of the S-parameters and phase difference of the lumped Wilkinson combiner are 

presented in Figure 4-53 and Figure 4-54. 

 

Figure 4-53: S-parameters of the lumped Wilkinson combiner. 

 

Figure 4-54: Phase difference of the lumped Wilkinson combiner. 
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The schematic of Wilkinson combiner in Cadence is demonstrated in Figure 4-55. 

 

Figure 4-55: Schematic of lumped Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 

 The results of the Wilkinson schematic simulation with Cadence are shown in Figure 4-56 to 

Figure 4-58. 

 

Figure 4-56: S31 & S32 of lumped Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 

 

Figure 4-57: S11, S22 & S33 of lumped Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 
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Figure 4-58: Phase difference of lumped Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 

 The layout of Wilkinson combiner is designed in Figure 4-59 to extract the layout parasitics. 

 

Figure 4-59: Layout of Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 

In Figure 4-60 to Figure 4-62 are the results of Cadence simulation with parasitics influence. 

 

Figure 4-60: S31 & S32 with parasitics of Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 
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Figure 4-61: S11, S22 & S33 with parasitics of Wilkinson combiner in Cadence 

 

Figure 4-62: Phase difference with parasitics of Wilkinson combiner in Cadence. 

The Wilkinson combiner is designed in ADS (Figure 4-63) to simulate electromagnetically with 

Momentum. 

 

Figure 4-63: Layout of Wilkinson combiner in ADS. 
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S-parameters values and phase difference simulated with Momentum are shown in Figure 4-64 

and Figure 4-65. 

 

Figure 4-64: S-parameters of Wilkinson combiner simulated with Momentum. 

 

Figure 4-65: Phase difference of Wilkinson combiner simulated with Momentum. 

 To successfully design the entire Wilkinson combiner layout in ADS, it is necessary to design 

the poly resistor layout. The dimensions of the poly resistor were adjusted because some fabrication 

details were not easy to simulate with Momentum. The layout of poly resistor is illustrated in Figure 4-66. 

 

Figure 4-66: Layout of poly resistor. 
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 The comparison results between the designed resistor and the resistor foundry model are 

presented in Figure 4-67. 

 

Figure 4-67: Values of resistance of designed poly resistor (blue) and provided resistor (red). 

The Table 4-8 is the comparison of Wilkinson combiner in ADS and Cadence at 2.5 GHz. 

Table 4-8: Comparison of Wilkinson combiner in ADS and Cadence at 2.5 GHz. 

Simulation type S31 (dB) S32 (dB) S11 (dB) S22 (dB) S33 (dB) α (deg) 

ADS schematic w/ 
transmission Lines 

-3.010 -3.010 -82.440 -82.440 -76.419 0 

ADS schematic w/ 
Lumped elements 

-3.910 -3.910 -38.229 -38.229 -21.363 0 

Cadence 
schematic w/ 

Lumped elements 
-3.91 -3.91 -37.54 -37.54 -21.3 0 

Cadence with 
parasitics 

-3.99 -3.99 -31.18 -30.93 -22.52 0.03 

ADS Momentum -4.397 -4.393 -31.057 -31.246 -21.312 0 

 

 

The Wilkinson combiner (or divider) ideally has S31 and S32 values equal to -3 dB. After 

substituting the transmission lines with passive integrated components, S31 and S32 values decreased to 

around -3.9 dB, which means that each branch losses are -0.9 dB. Using Momentum simulator, each 

branch losses increased to -1.4 dB due to parasitics inductance and electromagnetic coupling of circuit 

parts. The designed Wilkinson combiner is fully symmetric. 
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4.5 Branchline coupler 

The ADS schematic of an ideal branchline coupler with transmission lines is presented in Figure 

4-68. 

 

Figure 4-68: Schematic of an ideal branchline coupler with transmission lines. 

Simulating the schematic above, the results are shown in Figure 4-69 and Figure 4-70. 

 

Figure 4-69: S-parameters of an ideal branchline coupler with transmission lines. 

 

Figure 4-70: Phase difference of an ideal branchline coupler with transmission lines. 
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Replacing the transmission lines with passive components, the lumped branchline coupler is 

shown in the next figure. 

 

 

Figure 4-71: Lumped branchline coupler with components technology in ADS. 

The lumped branchline components values are in the Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9: Table of values of lumped branchline coupler. 

L1 (nH) L2 (nH) C (pF) R (Ω) 

2.77 3.69 2.2 50 

 

Figure 4-72 and Figure 4-73 are the lumped branchline coupler results. 

 

Figure 4-72: S-parameters of the lumped branchline coupler in ADS. 
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Figure 4-73: Phase difference of the lumped branchline coupler in ADS. 

The schematic of branchline coupler in Cadence are shown in Figure 4-74. 

 

Figure 4-74: Schematic of lumped branchline coupler in Cadence. 

 Simulated results of branchline coupler in Cadence are illustrated in Figure 4-75 to Figure 4-77. 

 

Figure 4-75: S31 & S32 of lumped branchline coupler in Cadence. 
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Figure 4-76: S11, S22 & S33 of lumped branchline coupler in Cadence. 

 

 

Figure 4-77: Phase difference of lumped branchline coupler in Cadence. 

 The layout of branchline coupler designed in Cadence is shown in Figure 4-78. 

 

Figure 4-78: Layout of branchline coupler in Cadence. 
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 Simulating the layout with parasitics resistance and capacitance, the results are illustrated in 

Figure 4-79 to Figure 4-81. 

 

Figure 4-79: S31 & S32 with parasitics of branchline coupler in Cadence. 

 

 

Figure 4-80: S11, S22 & S33 with parasitics of branchline coupler in Cadence. 

 

 

Figure 4-81: Branchline coupler Phase difference with parasitics of in Cadence. 
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Figure 4-82 is the branchline coupler layout designed in ADS. 

 

 

Figure 4-82: Layout of branchline coupler in ADS. 

 The branchline simulation parameters are configured to be less accurate because of the high 

duration it would take to simulate and the excessive of computer memory consumption. The results are 

shown in Figure 4-83 and Figure 4-84.  

   

 

Figure 4-83: S-parameters of branchline coupler simulated with Momentum. 
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Figure 4-84: Phase difference of branchline coupler simulated with Momentum. 

 

 All the simulated results of the branchline coupler are indicated in Table 4-10. 

Table 4-10: Comparison of branchline coupler in ADS and Cadence at 2.5 GHz. 

Simulation type S31 (dB) S32 (dB) S11 (dB) S22 (dB) S33 (dB) α (deg) 

ADS schematic w/ 
transmission lines 

-3.009 -3.012 -76.418 -76.418 -76.418 90 

ADS schematic w/ 
lumped elements 

-4.889 -4.980 -32.764 -32.142 -32.195 88.171 

Cadence schematic 
w/ lumped 
elements 

-4.897 -4.984 -30.62 -30.82 -30.91 87.8 

Cadence with 
parasitics 

-5.124 -5.153 -32.2 -49.2 -38.6 89.22 

ADS Momentum -6.338 -6.131 -32.163 -17.929 -24.907 85.935 

 

 The phase difference of all simulated branchline couplers are around 90º degrees. Like the 

Wilkinson combiner, the branchline coupler ideally has S31 and S32 equal to -3 dB. Analyzing Cadence 

results simulated with parasitics, each branch losses are around -2.1 dB. Due to parasitics inductance, 

electromagnetic coupling and less accurate simulation, the gains have -0.2 dB difference and around -3.2 

dB of total loss of each branch. 
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5. Conclusion 

All fabricated inductors were measured and compared with electromagnetic simulations. The 

agreement is very good. 

All of the studied power combiners were designed and projected. Guidelines to improve the 

design of a coupled inductors transformer were shown in Table 3-1 and guidelines for TLT are shown in 

Table 4-4. 

All transformers were simulated with 4-ports and transformed to floating 2-ports. The k values of 

the designed transformers are around 0.86 to 0.92 at 2.2 GHz. High Gp values can be achieved by 

designing transformers with 20 µm of width and a big inner diameter. Capacitors can be added in the 

transformer input if resistive input impedance is required.  

The chosen structure of power combiner to fabricate was TLT. Last March the structure was sent 

the structure to fabrication and some months later the chips with the TLT were received. The results 

between the simulated and measured TLT are very close. 

Results of Cadence and Momentum simulations are different due to parasitics inductance and 

electromagnetic coupling of circuit parts. 

The LC balun designed in this dissertation is a non-symmetric structure but can be modified to 

become fully symmetric. Electromagnetically simulated Gp is very close to the Gp simulated with 

foundry models. Phase difference is around 180 degrees which is good to connect in a power amplifier 

and a single-ended antenna. 

The fully symmetric Wilkinson can combine two in-phase signals having -1.4 dB losses in each 

branch. 

Branchline coupler is a quadrature coupler which combines or split two signals that are 90 

degrees out off phase. This circuit is useful in balanced amplifiers, vector modulators and balanced 

mixers. The branchline coupler has four inductors, so the simulations are very time consuming and reveal 

very high losses (-3.2 dB) in each branch.  

Analyzing all fabricated structures new devices can be designed with the electromagnetic 

simulator. 

Concerning future work, a symmetrical LC balun and Wilkinson combiner will be sent to 

fabrication and measured later.  

Obtain formulas for the parameters of Gp elements. These parameters will be useful to 

theoretically calculate Gp. 
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